
TIGER CANYON 
PRIVATE GAME RESERVE



DISTINCTLY 
DIFFERENT
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Once you have visited Tiger Canyon, you’ll know why it is different. Besides the obvious 
tiger which sets us apart, there are antelope that are typically not seen in the game 
reserves of Limpopo, Mpumalanga and Kwa-Zulu Natal provinces. The solar powered 
lodge on the canyon, the vehicles, the vistas, the surreal spirituality, the stars, our 
guides, our fences, our night drives, the golden hour for photography, the personal 
touch – all go together to make Tiger Canyon distinctly different… definitely not 
average!

For clients who are Big Cat lovers and want to see the only wild white tigers in the 
world, or a photographer who has already photographed Africa’s Big 5, or keen to try a 
night drive using thermal imaging technology to discover the Karoo’s nocturnal wildlife 
(such as the aardvark, aardwolf and serval), or just looking for a unique African 
adventure, then Tiger Canyon won’t disappoint.
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What is tiger canyon?
Everyone knows tigers are not meant to be in Africa. But the plight of the tiger in Asia has reached a point where 
something radical had to be done. The wild tiger is one of the 10 most endangered species in the world. 5 of the 6 
remaining subspecies of tiger are critically endangered (less than 500 remaining) as classified on the IUCN’s Red Data list 
of Threatened Species. 3 sub-species are already extinct. So that’s why our founder John Varty established this ex-situ 
project nearly 20 years ago. South Africa has tremendous big cat expertise, has available land with ideal prey species 
(food), and has a tourism industry which cherishes wildlife and fenced game reserves to protect animals from human 
encroachment. 

Today Tiger Canyon has the only population of wild tigers in the world outside of Asia. Phase 1 of the Tiger Canyon 
experiment is complete; we have proven that captive born tigers can be re-wilded and that tigers can adapt to African 
conditions and prey species. In 2013 we were the first Free State reserve to re-introduce wild cheetah who are now 
thriving. We proudly work closely with the Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) to provide wild born, wild raised cheetah to 
boost the South African meta-population and have to date supplied 6 cheetah to various reserves around the country.



WHERE IS TIGER CANYON ?
HOW DOES ONE GET THERE?

Tiger Canyon is 6 ½ hours from Johannesburg by road

The closest commercial airport is Bram Fischer 
International airport, in Bloemfontein

2 ½ hour drive from the airport 

There is a tar runway at Gariep 

45 minute drive to Tiger Canyon
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BOOKING OPTIONS 

LODGE GUESTS DAY VISITORS

Full Package:
Inclusive of accommodation, 3 meals, drinks, 
alcohol and WiFi. 

2 game drives per day or whole day outing.

Special meals are provided to guests on 
request: vegetarians, gluten free, no red meat, 
no nuts, etc

Accommodation only Package:
Inclusive of accommodation, 3 meals, drinks, 
alcohol and WiFi. 

Special meals are provided to guests on 
request: vegetarians, gluten free, no red meat, 
no nuts, etc

Morning game drive (3hr) with breakfast 
or 
Afternoon drive (3hr) with dinner 

Rack rate: minimum 2 people. 
Supplement for 1 person is 100%



ABOUT THE TIGRESS JULIE LODGE

Boasting spectacular views of the Canyon, Our Luxurious 
Tigress Julie Lodge immerses guests in the tranquillity of the 
Karoo. 

A reflection of our partnership with nature, our lodge is solar 
powered and environmentally friendly.

Tiger Canyon boasts three opulent suites, plus a guide’s room, 
overlooking a breathtaking canyon. We can cater to groups of 
up to six guests meaning you have the entire lodge at your 
party’s disposal.

With superb Karoo cuisine, spectacular views and distinctly 
different game drives the Tigress Julie Lodge is a relaxing 
retreat after your day of exploration.
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TIGRESS USSURI SUITE
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The Tigress Ussuri Suite features a balcony with a beautiful view into 
the canyon. Sink into the daybed located on the balcony and enjoy the 
late afternoon sun.

Have a restful night’s sleep on a king-size bed or select twin beds. 
Refresh yourself with a luxurious bath or shower under the stars in 
the outdoor shower.

Relax in front of the fireplace in your suite, enjoying a nightcap.
The Tigress Ussuri suite is located adjacent to the dining room and 
lounge, providing ease of access.

Bed Size: King or Twin Setup
Occupancy: Up to 3 people (2 adults, 1 child)
View: Canyon View
Bed: 250 Thread Count Sheets
Smoking: Outside Only/Balcony



TIGRESS TIBO SUITE
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The Tigress TiBo Suite features a wrap-around balcony with a 
breathtaking view into the canyon. This suite soaks up the rays all day 
long. Sink into the daybed located on the balcony and enjoy the late 
afternoon sun.

Have a restful night’s sleep on a king-size bed or select twin beds. 
Refresh yourself with a luxurious bath or sumptuous shower.

Relax in front of the fireplace in your suite, enjoying a nightcap.

The Tigress TiBo Suite is located adjacent to the dining room and 
lounge, providing ease of access.

Bed Size: King or Twin Setup
Occupancy: Up to 2 adults
View: Canyon View
Bed: 250 Thread Count Sheets
Smoking: Outside Only/Balcony



TIGRESS ZARIA SUITE
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The Tigress Zaria Suite features a unique balcony and features the best 
view into the canyon.Sink into the swing chair on the balcony and 
enjoy the late afternoon sun.

Have a restful night’s sleep on a king-size bed or select twin beds. 
Refresh yourself with a luxurious bath or shower under the stars in 
the outdoor shower.

Relax in front of the fireplace in your suite, enjoying a nightcap.
The Tigress Zaria suite is located away from the dining area and living 
room, providing a more intimate room experience at Tiger Canyon.

Bed Size: King or Twin Setup
Occupancy: Up to 2 adults
View: Canyon View
Bed: 250 Thread Count Sheets
Smoking: Outside Only/Balcony



EXTRAS AVAILABLE FOR LODGE GUESTS
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Distinct extra room at the lodge for private guides or pilot/s travelling with guests. R3 900 pppn (max 2 people). 
No single supplement applicable.

Exclusive game viewing vehicle or specialised photographic vehicle 
Shuttle to and from Bloemfontein Airport.
Shuttle to and from Gariep Dam tar runway.

Historical guided tour of local town Philippolis.
Night drive (3 hrs) with night vision technology.
Guided canyon hike (2 hrs)
Star gazing 
4x4 driving 
Dam picnic 
Laundry – on request, same day service – no extra charge

Extra activities available for lodge residents who have not booked a full package 
Game drive and drinks (approximately 3hrs) – R1500 for 1 person or R1800 for 2 people or R750 pp for 3 or more.



VEHICLES

Experience a game drive like no other. You will be 
informed, entertained and mesmerised. The allure of the 
Karoo grasslands filled with antelope, wildebeests and 
zebra will enthral even the seasoned safari traveller.

Explore Tiger Canyon in one of our safari Land Cruisers or 
our specially-designed photography vehicle. All our 
vehicles are enclosed to protect from the elements, like 
the sun, the rain – and of course, the tigers.
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WILDLIFE
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Our tigers are living wild and free at Tiger Canyon 
Private Game Reserve. They establish their own 
territories, are free to hunt their prey and create their 
own family groups.

These tigers are proudly in Africa as part of an ex-situ 
project; to save a species outside its normal home 
range.At Tiger Canyon, tigers thrive.

The spectacular Karoo landscape offers our tigers a 
variety of wildlife on which to prey, as well as a vast 
space to establish their own territories, without 
human interference.

They live normal lives. They hunt, mate, fight. They 
have family groups and can often showcase mother 
and cub interactions or four to six tigers in one frame. 
We can go off-road to track tigers on the move and 
observe their behaviour.



WILDLIFE
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Due to the encroachment of sheep farming, there have been no 
free-roaming cheetahs in the Free State since the early 1900s. 
Our cheetahs are the first to return to their indigenous habitat 
in over 100 years.

Tiger Canyon Private Game Reserve is a member of the 
Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Metapopulation Project, whereby 
our cheetah offspring are relocated to other reserves within the 
Metapopulation in a bid to help increase the cheetah numbers 
and keep the genetics clean.

Our cheetah are very habituated, allowing our guests to 
experience this beautiful cat up close. 



WILDLIFE
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Tiger Canyon boasts a uniquely diverse range of 
wildlife including; aardwolf, aardvarks, serval, caracal, 
bat-eared fox, cape fox, grey mongoose, springbok 
and wild horses, among others.

Whilst the Karoo may appear flat, you’ll be surprised 
at the depth of the biodiversity, which supports an 
amazing array of small to large creatures, including –
to name a few – zebra, blue wildebeest, warthogs, 
baboons, ground squirrels, jackals and antelope 
aplenty.



WILDLIFE
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Because of our location in the False Karoo, we 
are in an overlapping area between grassland, 
arid Karoo, and the aquatic ecosystem of the 
Orange River.

This allows Tiger Canyon to support a large 
number of both migratory and endemic 
populations of birds, such as Blue Crane, 
African Shell Duck, Kingfisher, the African Fish 
Eagle, the Lark Complex, grassland birds such 
as the Wydah, Secretary Bird, and Ostrich



THANK YOU
sizie@tigercanyon.com

www.tigercanyon.com


